SOFTWARE DEVELOPER (M/F/X)

Behind technical services and innovative ideas there are always people with vision. People who, with their
knowledge and drive make technical success possible in the first place – people like you. As experts in HR
services, ARTS assists high-tech companies worldwide within the scope of their personnel placement,
deploying the best minds to create more effective and efficient processes.
Do you enjoy project development in an international environment? Then help our well-known customer in
Hamburg as a Software Developer to faster, better and more efficient products. In your future job you
will be responsible for the development of individual software components in Java for connecting biometric
services and SDKs to customer systems in the BackEnd Projects area.

Task description
Integration of external systems
Participation in fullstack project teams and assumption of work on
complete systems
Accompanying the expansion of the portfolio of system solutions
from the first customer inquiry to the handover to the customer
Preparation of the systems for deployment in the customer's
target environment
Automation of load and integration tests using Docker and Jenkins

Requirements
Completed vocational training or studies in the field of IT
Professional experience in programming with Java as well as
Spring Boot and Spring Dat
Good knowledge of Linux and Unix systems and shell
programming
Experience with operational tasks (e.g. deployment or monitoring)
as well as with Docker and Kubernetes is an advantage
Fluent in German and English, other foreign languages
advantageous
Willingness to take occasional business trips

Hamburg | 2657

YOUR CONTACT
Tatjana Kalwa
ARTS
Airport Center Dresden
Hermann-Reichelt-Str. 3
01109 Dresden
Germany
tatjana.kalwa@arts.eu
+49 (0)351 / 795 808 21

LOCAL OFFICE
Office Hamburg
Hein-Saß-Weg 19
21129 Hamburg
+49 (0)40 / 554 354 950

APPLY NOW

Our Services
Demanding projects in an international environment
Dealing with new technologies in the field of biometrics
An interesting, diversified and challenging job in a highly motivated
team
Flexible working hours
Performance-related remuneration
HVV-ProfiCard, Sodexo voucher

arts.eu

